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Summary

An effort is in progress by the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA), and industry
to reduce the threat of convective microburst wind-

shear phenomena to aircraft through hazard charac-

terization, improved wind-shear detection and warn-

ing, development of recovery flight techniques, and

crew training. The goals of this study were to quan-

tify the benefits of forward-look sensing capabilities
and to develop and test a candidate set of strategies

for recovery from inadvertent microburst encounters

during the landing approach, given the utilization of
both reactive-only and forward-look wind-shear de-

tection. The assumptions were made that the pres-
ence of the microburst could be detected but that the

structure and strength of the flow field ahead of the

airplane were not known. Candidate strategies were

developed and evaluated using a nonpiloted simula-

tion consisting of a simple point-mass performance
model of a transport-category airplane flying through

an analytical microburst model.
The results of this study indicate that the fac-

tor that most strongly affects a microburst recovery

is the time at which the recovery is initiated. In

nearly all microburst situations evaluated, quicken-

ing the alert and recovery initiation by 5 sec pro-

vided a greater increase in recovery performance than
could be achieved by changing the recovery strategy.

Forward-look alerts given 10 sec prior to microburst

entry permitted recoveries to be made with negligi-
ble altitude loss. The results also show that no single

microburst scenario can be used to evaluate the rel-

ative merits of various recovery strategies. If a strat-

egy was chosen that performed best for the majority
of the tested microburst scenarios, a scenario could

be found for another strategy performed better. The

type of alert used to initiate the recovery (reactive
or forward-look) and the altitude of the microburst
encounter had an effect on the type of recovery strat-

egy that performed best. These factors may have

serious implications for the design and certification

of wind-shear systems. The baseline recovery strat-

egy was an approximation of the manual wind-shear

recovery technique that is currently being taught to
air-carrier crews. This strategy compared favorably

with the proposed advanced recovery strategies in the
microburst scenarios that the manual technique was

designed to accommodate.

Introduction

Numerous air-carrier accidents and incidents have

resulted from inadvertent encounters with the atmo-

spheric wind-shear associated with microburst phe-

nomena; some of these accidents have resulted in

heavy loss of life. A microburst is a strong, local-
ized downdraft that strikes the ground, producing

winds that diverge radially from the impact point.

An airplane penetrating the center of a symmetric

microburst initially encounters an increasing head

wind, which improves airplane climb-angle perfor-

mance, and then encounters a strong downdraft and a

rapidly increasing tail wind. The effects of the down-

draft and increasing tail wind may easily exceed the
climb and acceleration capabilities of the airplane,

which would cause an unavoidable loss of altitude

and airspeed. These encounters have resulted from
the fact that the microburst and its impact on air-

plane performance have been recognized for only a
relatively short time (refs. 1 and 2), and from the

fact that the ability to reliably predict or detect a mi-

croburst in an airplane's flight path, in an operational

environment, does not yet exist. The physics of mi-

croburst winds have only recently been understood

in detail, and recovery during inadvertent airplane

encounters may require techniques that are unique
to microbursts and counterintuitive to flight crews

(ref. 3).

Previous research has been conducted on control

strategies for maintaining a given flight path in the

presence of strong wind shears (refs. 4 and 5). These
studies have developed control laws to permit the

airplane to track a predefined path, such as the glide
slope of an instrument landing system. This track-

ing will be possible in many wind-shear encounters,
but will not be possible if the shear is severe. With

currently available sensors, the severity of a shear
cannot be known until the airplane has successfully

flown through it. Other research (refs. 6 and 7) has

shown the performance available from an airplane fol-
lowing an optimal trajectory when full knowledge of
the microburst flow field is available prior to the en-

counter. In those studies, the emphasis was on escape
from inadvertent microburst encounters, and the tra-

jectory was a result of the optimization procedure,
not an assumed goal. Other research by the same

authors considered wind-shear recovery performance

when only local wind knowledge is available (refs. 8

and 9). The application of these optimal recovery

concepts to practical recovery-strategy development

was studied (ref. 10), and the performance of those
recovery strategies in piloted operations, in the take-
off encounter case, was evaluated in the simulator

study described in reference 3. The studies described
in references 3 and 10 showed that advanced recovery

strategies enabled recovery to take place at higher
minimum altitudes than with constant pitch tech-

niques, but that recovery altitude was very sensitive
to small deviations in airplane pitch history. The best



recoverytechniques,fromaperformanceperspective,
werecounterintuitiveto thepilots.Thecounterintu-
itive nature of the recoveries and the sensitivity of

the recovery performance combined to produce ex-

perimental variations in performance between piloted

runs that were greater than the differences in perfor-
mance between the various strategies tested. Thus,

the predicted advantages of the advanced strategies

were not always realized in piloted operations.

Following the NASA efforts in takeoff recovery

strategies, an effort was initiated to develop recovery

concepts for the more complex approach-to-landing

encounter case. This case is more complex because of

the additional variables of engine thrust and possible

configuration changes. Advances in forward-look,
wind-shear sensor technologies have also raised the

issues of how much forward-look distance is necessary

for airplane survival and how recovery concepts will

be affected by forward-look data. These questions

were studied as a part of the investigation of this

report.
An effort aimed at quantifying the benefits of

forward-look sensing and developing recovery-

strategy concepts for the approach-to-landing case
wind-shear encounter, given the utilization of both

reactive-only and forward-look wind-shear detection,

is described in this paper. Reactive detection and

alerting is derived from aircraft inertial and air data

sensors, and forward-look detection and alerting is
derived from remote measurements of wind fields

that the aircraft has not yet encountered. This

effort was performed in preparation for a future pi-

loted simulation study and utilized analytical anal-

ysis of airplane performance in wind-shear and non-

piloted simulations of wind-shear encounters. The
nonpiloted simulation consisted of a point-mass per-

formance model of a transport-category airplane fly-

ing through an analytical microburst model. It was

assumed that the wind field ahead of the airplane was

not known in sufficient detail for use in recovery al-

gorithms; the forward-look detection could only pro-
vide a discrete alert that a wind shear existed ahead

of the airplane. Lessons learned from previous and

ongoing research were used to develop six candidate

microburst escape strategies. The characteristics of

these strategies were then evaluated and compared

with the current industry-approved manual recovery

technique (ref. 11). The sensitivity of the candidate

recovery strategies to variations in microburst loca-

tion and to the timing of the wind-shear detection
was examined.

Symbols

Values are expressed in U.S. Customary Units.
A dot above the symbol denotes a derivative with

2

respect to time. The units presented were used in

derivations and computer software. Units in common

use in the aircraft industry were used in cockpit

displays and for discussion in the text; these units

are shown below in parentheses.

D airplane total drag, lbf

E airplane total energy, ft-lbf

Es specific total energy (energy per

unit weight), also called energy

height, ft

AEs change in energy height, ff

Eu useful specific total energy, en-

ergy height in excess of energy
height at lg stick-shaker air-

speed, ft

F "F-factor" measure of wind-shear

impact on capability of airplane

flight-path angle, rad

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

g gravitational acceleration (lg =

32.2 ft/sec 2)

Hgs altitude of glideslope at airplane
position, ft

Ho initial airplane altitude for a run,
ft

Href reference altitude in control laws,
ft

h airplane altitude, ft

hp potential altitude, ft

K gain in flight-path-angle control
law

L airplane total lift, lbf

m airplane mass, slugs

T total engine thrust, lbf

At time-step size in nonpiloted

simulation program, sec

V airplane true airspeed, ft/sec

(knots)

V_ airplane inertial velocity, ft/sec

(knots)

Vre f reference airspeed for landing
approach, knots

V_._ airspeed at which stick shaker

activates in lg flight, knots
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wh

airplane weight, lbf

vertical wind speed, up positive,

ft/sec (?t/min)

horizontal wind speed, tail wind

t_oS_tiVe, ft/_e¢ (knots)
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altitude above the ground that is relevant to the
recovery. Airplane total energy is then defined as

E = 0.5mV 2 + mgh (1)

where V is airspeed, m is airplane mass, g is gravi-
tational acceleration, and h is altitude. The specific

total energy (E per unit weight), or energy height, is

V
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airplane weight, lbf

vertical wind speed, up positive,

ft/sec (ft/min)

horizontal wind speed, tail wind

positive, ft/sec (knots)

horizontal distance across

ground, ft

wing angle of attack, tad (deg)

angle of attack that activates
stick shaker, rad

air-mass flight-path angle, rad

commanded inertial flight-path

angle, rad

inertial flight-path angle, rad

inertial potential flight-path
angle, rad

minimum _fc allowed, prevents
descent below glide slope, rad

airplane pitch attitude, rad

pitch-attitude error, tad

target pitch attitude in wind
shear, rad

gain in acceleration strategy

Airplane Energy-Height Concepts

In an effort to determine the amount of forward-

look detection necessary for airplane survival, an
analysis of airplane energy height during a mi-
croburst encounter was performed. The purpose of
the analysis was to gain insight into the effects of
microburst strength and detection delays (reactive

systems) or advances (forward-look systems) on air-
plane survivability by examining the changes in en-
ergy height during an event. The concepts of airplane

total energy and potential flight-path angle were dis-
cussed in reference 10, and equations are repeated
herein as necessary. The airplane flight path and the
wind components are related by the coordinate sys-
tem shown in figure 1.

The airplane total energy is defined as the sum of

the air-mass relative kinetic energy and the inertial
potential energy. Air-mass kinetic energy is used
since only airspeed, not ground speed, describes the
ability of the airplane to climb or maintain altitude.
Inertial potential energy is likewise used since it is

altitude above the ground that is relevant to the
recovery. Airplane total energy is then defined as

E = 0.5mV 2 + mgh (z)

where V is airspeed, m is airplane mass, g is gravi-
tational acceleration, and h is altitude. The specific

total energy (E per unit weight), or energy height, is
defined as

V 2

= + h (2)

The rate of change of Es is also the potential
rate of climb of the airplane, assuming a negligible
energy loss when trading airspeed for climb rate, and
is defined as

By subtracting the energy-height component cor-
responding to the airplane stick-shaker airspeed Vss
from energy height, the useful energy height can be
obtained as follows:

v 2
Eu - + h (4)

2g 2g

At the stick-shaker airspeed, airplane altitude is
the same as the useful energy height. From refer-
ence 10, the inertial flight-path angle can be deter-
mined as follows:

T- D l/Vx Wh fJ
+ (5)

_i = W g V g

where T is airplane thrust, D is airplane drag, and
W is airplane weight. The two wind terms describe
the wind-shear impact on the climb-angle capability
of the airplane, in terms of the horizontal shear Wx
and vertical wind speed Wh, and are referred to as
the "F-factor" (ref. 10), where

¢G wh
F = (6)

g V

By setting the airspeed rate to zero in equa-
tion (5), the potential inertial flight-path angle is ob-
tained. Multiplying the potential inertial flight-path
angle by airspeed produces a small angle approxima-
tion to the potential rate of climb as follows:

T-D
F (7)

_[i,p : W



Since the potential rate of climb is also the rate
of change of energy height, equation (8) can be

integrated during a wind-shear event to determine
the change in energy height. Figure 2 shows the
scenario used in the energy-height analysis. The
width of the wind shear was fixed at 5000 ft. An

event is defined as beginning upon receiving a wind-
shear alert, in the ease of forward-look detection, or
upon entering the wind shear, in the case of a reactive
alert. In both cases, the event end is defined as the

point where the airplane exits the wind shear. For
simplicity in conducting the analysis, the following
assumptions were made:

1. While in the wind shear, the F-factor is con-
stant; outside the wind shear, the F-factor is zero.

2. Only two values, the approach value and a go-
around value, are used for the quantity (T - D)/W.

3. Approach airspeed is constant before reaching
the shear, but, in the shear, the average of the
approach speed and the stick-shaker speed is used
in the calculations.

These assumptions permitted a very simple program
to be constructed that provided insight into wind-
shear recoveries. The effects of different airplane
trajectories through the shear or different pitch time
histories are not considered in the energy-height anal-

ysis; therefore, no attempt is made to predict the
actual altitude of an airplane during an encounter.
However, by comparing the change in energy height
during an event with the useflfl energy height at the
beginning of the event, an estimate of the best perfor-
mance available from the airplane in that particular
shear is obtained.

In the results to be prese_,ted, d_'_: I"." 2 Boeing
737-100 airplane were used. The configuration had
the landing gear down, flaps were set at 25° , the
gross weight was 90000 lb. In this configuration,
the reference approach speed was 137 knots, and the
stick-shaker speed at go-around thrust was estimated
to be 107 knots. The value of (T - D)/W was
-0.05 on the approach and was estimated to be 0.16
at go-around thrust. The change in energy height
was calculated for various values of the F-factor and

for various values of alert time, ranging from 20 see
after the encounter (-20 see) to 60 see before the
encounter. A negative alert time indicates an alert
received after entering the shear, which simulates a
reactive system or pilot recognition of the shear; a
positive alert time indicates an alert received prior to
shear entry, which simulates a forward-look device.

Nonpiloted Simulation Models

The nonpiloted simulation consisted of a point-
mass airplane model, an analytical microburst model,
and a simple wind-shear detection scheme.

Airplane Model

The airplane model was based on a Boeing

737-100 flying in a vertical plane. No roll or yaw
freedom was allowed. The gross weight was set at
90000 lb, and sea-level standard atmospheric con-
ditions were assumed. The airplane model was an
enhancement of the model described in reference 10.

The enhancements included (1) variable flap settings
during a run, from 1° to 30°; (2) variable landing-
gear positions; (3) an autothrottle for the approach
phase; and (4) trim routines that initialized thrust
and pitch attitude, in the presence of wind and at
a given airspeed, for runs begun on an instrument
landing system (ILS) glide slope.

Three configurations were used to set target flap,
gear, and thrust settings. In configuration A, used
for approach, the wing flaps were set to 25 ° , the
gear was down, and the thrust was initialized at a
trim value before the run and controlled by an auto-

throttle during the run. In configuration B, used for
a go-around, the wing flaps were retracted to 15°, the
gear was raised, and the thrust was set to 24 000 lb
(maxinmm-rated thrust). In configuration C, used
for escape maneuvers, the wing flaps and landing
gear were left in the position called for by the last ac-
tive mode, and the thrust was set to 24 000 lb. This

latter configuration emulates the training-aid proce-
dure (ref. 11), which calls for a constant airplane con-
figuration to be maintained and for maximum-rated
thrust to be used during a recovery. The rate of
change of thrust was limited to 6000 Ib/sec. and the
flap rate was limited to 3.9 ° per second. Changes in
landing-gear position were instantaneous.

Microburst Model

The microburst model (ref. 12) represents an
axisymmetric stagnation-point flow that satisfies
mass continuity and includes boundary-layer effects
near the ground. The boundary-layer effects and
spatial variation in outflow and downflow closely
match real-world observations. The model permits
a particular microburst to be simulated by speci-
fying the following three characteristic parameters:
(1) radius of downflow, (2) maximum outflow wind
speed, and (3) the altitude at which the maximum
outflow occurs. The maximum outflow occurs at a ra-

dius 12 percent greater than the radius of downflow.
For this effort, the analytical model was fitted to
mieroburst data generated by the Terminal-Area
Simulation System (TASS) numerical microburst
program (refs. 13 and 14), where the input condition
to the program was an atmospheric sounding taken
at Denver, Colorado on June 30, 1982. The result-
ing microburst has a maximum outflow of 37 knots



at an altitude of 120 ft and at a radius of 2391 ft.

The radius of downfiow is 2133 ft. Figure 3 shows

the outflow and downdraft speeds as functions of al-
titude. The outflow is shown at the maximum out-

flow radius, and the downdraft is shown at the core.

Figure 4 shows the outflow and downdraft speeds as
functions of distance from the microburst core. The

wind speeds are plotted for altitudes of 120 ft and

500 ft. The figures show the boundary-layer effect on
the horizontal wind and show the reduction in out-

flow and increase in downdraft as altitude is increased

above 120 ft. Although the plots resemble previous

sine-wave approximations to a microburst, exponen-

tial functions are used to more closely approximate

real-world observations of the gradual head-wind in-

crease entering the shear and the much steeper wind

gradient while in the shear.

Wind-Shear Detection

Wind-shear detection logic was used to activate

the recovery control laws. The detection was based
on the F-factor of the wind shear. An F-factor

threshold of 0.15 was used to determine when the

shear had been entered. An F-factor value of 0.05

was then used to determine when the shear had

been exited. The measured F-factor values were

not only dependent on spatial location in the mi-

croburst model, but also on airplane altitude, flight

path, and airspeed. Variable time advance and de-

lay were implemented to simulate forward-look sen-
sors and reactive device delays. The advance is de-

fined as the number of seconds that the alert is given
in advance of the time that the threshold F-factor

would have been exceeded if no alert had been given.

The delay is defined as the number of seconds that

the alert is given after the time that the threshold

F-factor is exceeded. A delay of 5 sec is considered

to approximate the response of realizable reactive de-

tection systems. The recovery control laws use the
two detection discrete signals (triggered by F-factor)

to begin the recovery strategy, to determine control-

law gains that are dependent on the alert type, and

to transition to a normal climb-out after exiting the
shear.

Candidate Wind-Shear Recovery Strategies

Each of the recovery control laws controlled the

airplane model by calculating the pitch attitude
needed to satisfy the strategy objectives. This target

pitch attitude was compared with the actual pitch
attitude, and a pitch rate was generated to null the

difference. The control law for each strategy lim-

ited the target pitch attitude to the value that would

place the airplane at the stick-shaker angle of attack.

Also, the pitch rate was limited to 0.05 rad (3 °) per
second.

In each experimental run, the airplane was ini-

tialized on a glide slope at an approach speed of

137 knots. The glide slope was tracked and the

autothrottle attempted to maintain airspeed. Upon

activation of the wind-shear discrete, the recovery
control law was activated. In each recovery, the
thrust was increased to the maximum rated value

of 24000 lb and, except for the normal go-around

recovery procedures, the landing-gear and wing-flap
positions were held constant. Upon exiting the wind

shear, a flight-path angle of 0.13 rad (7.4 °) was

targeted.

The baseline recovery strategy was the mamlal

recovery technique currently in use by the industry.

The other strategies were named (1) pitch, (2) ac-

celeration, (3) flight-path angle, (4) level, (5) glide

slope, and (6) go-around strategies. These strategies
are described in this section. The control laws for im-

plementing each of the recovery strategies are shown

in figure 5. Most of the strategies have a parameter

or gain that can be varied. The gains used to gener-

ate the data for this report were determined during a
parametric study to provide the best recovery perfor-

mance for each strategy; these gains are summarized
in table 1.

Manual strategy. Since this strategy was de-

signed to be flown manually in the absence of guid-

ance commands (ref. 11), the exact procedure used

will vary slightly from pilot to pilot. For this effort,

the manual recovery was approximated by rotating

the airplane to a pitch attitude of 0.26 rad (15°).
This pitch attitude was maintained if it produced a

zero or positive flight-path angle. If 15 ° of pitch was

insufficient to maintain level flight, however, the con-

trol law would further increase pitch in an attempt

to maintain level flight.

Pitch strategy. This strategy was a simplification
of the manual recovery technique, in that a constant

pitch attitude was maintained during the recovery
regardless of the airplane flight-path angle. This

strategy has been used as a baseline strategy in

previous recovery studies (ref. 10). A pitch attitude

of 0.23 rad (13 °) was used.

Acceleration strategy. The acceleration strategy
was an attempt to distribute excess airspeed (i.e.,

the airspeed margin above the lg stick-shaker speed)

across the wind-shear event. This goal was accom-

plished by reducing airspeed at a rate determined by
the instantaneous F-factor of the wind shear. The

5



governingequationof theaccelerationcontrollawis

--+AF=0 (9)
9

where A is a gain. A gain of 0 would produce a

constant-airspeed trajectory that would fail to use

all available airplane performance. A gain of 1

would produce a nearly constant flight-path-angle

trajectory that would rapidly deplete excess airspeed.
Gains of 0.3 to 0.5 effectively distribute the excess

airspeed. In this effort, the gain was a function of

the type of alert that triggered the recovery. The gain

was set at 0.3 if a reactive alert began the recovery,
and was set at 0.4 if a forward-look alert initiated the

recovery. Both the positive and negative flight-path-

angle target values were limited to 0.06 rad (3.4 °)

to prevent excessive climb or descent rates during

the recovery. The commanded flight-path angle was
also limited to prevent descent below the glide slope,

which was assumed to be set at 0.05 rad (3°).

Flight-path-angle strategy. For this strategy, the

airplane was required to fly a flight-path angle that
was a function of altitude, wind-shear F-factor, and

available airplane performance. If the potential iner-

tial flight-path angle was positive, that climb gradi-
ent was maintained. If the potential inertial flight-

path angle was negative, the target climb gradient

was altitude dependent. Below a reference altitude

Href, the strategy was to attempt to climb regard-
less of wind-shear strength, under the assunlption

that obstacles must be cleared. In the study de-

scribed in reference 10, //re f was 100 ft. The target

flight-path angle was 0.03 rad (1.72 °) at ground level
and decreased linearly to level flight at Hre f. Above

gref, the strategy maintained one-half the potential

inertial flight-path angle. This feature permitted a

descent to be maintained at the higher altitudes to

reduce the rate at which airspeed was lost. The ref-
erence altitude was set to 100 ft for reactive-alert

recoveries and 400 ft for forward-look alert recover-

ies. The same commanded flight-path-angle limits

were applied to this strategy as were applied to the

acceleration strategy.

Level strategy. The level strategy was a simplifi-

cation of the flight-path-angle strategy, in that only

one climb angle was targeted. Upon initiating the
recovery, this strategy attempted to maintain level

flight. Level flight prevents the rapid decay of Mr-

speed associated with attempting to climb in a wind

shear while taking advantage of the obstacle clear-
ance provided above the glide slope.

6

Glide-Mopestrategy. The glide-slope strategy was

meant to emulate the characteristics of the optimal-

approach abort trajectories described in reference 7.

That effort showed that the optimal recovery tra-

jectory initially caused the airplane to continue to

descend and later transition to a slight climb. The

shallow-climb flight path was flown until the wind

shear was exited. For this study, that trajectory was
approximated by initially tracking the glide slope, at

go-around thrust, until the altitude reached a ref-

erence altitude Hre f. The value of Hre f was 100 ft
for reactive-alert recoveries and 500 ft for forward-

look alert cases. After reaching gref, the strategy

attempted to maintain a 0 ° flight-path angle until

the shear was exited. The glide slope was chosen as

the descent angle to provide obstacle clearance dur-

ing the recovery.

Go-around strategy. The go-around strategy was
flown the same as the manual strategy, except that a

different initial pitch attitude was used. The intent

of including the go-around strategy was to simulate

the effects of reconfiguring the airplane during the
recovery. This strategy was evaluated, however, both

with a fixed configuration and with reconfiguration.

During reconfiguration, the wing flaps were retracted

to 15 ° and the landing gear was raised. The go-

around pitch attitude was 0.17 rad (10 °) for the
data runs. As in the manual recovery procedure, the

pitch attitude was increased if necessary to avoid a

negative flight-path angle.

Results and Discussion

Energy-Height Analysis

The energy-height analysis was performed for var-
ious wind-shear strengths and alert-time values. The
F-factor of the shears was varied from 0.10 to 0.30.

Current-generation reactive wind-shear systems are

typically set to F-factor thresholds from 0.10 to 0.15

and would probably not detect the weakest shear

shown. Alert time was varied from -20 sec (reac-

tive alert with delay) to 60 sec (forward-look alert).
The results are depicted in figure 6. As previously

noted, these results depict energy height rather than

altitude and are independent of the recovery tech-

nique utilized. The figure shows that with a 10- to

15-sec delay in detecting the presence of the wind

shear and applying go-around thrust, even a rela-
tively weak shear results in the loss of 300 to 500 ft of

energy height. An appreciation of the significance of

a 300 ft loss in energy height can be gained by consid-

ering the energy height present in airplane excess air-

speed. The energy-height change due to slowing from

the reference approach speed (137 to 145 knots) to



the stick-shakerspeed(107knots)is approximately
equivalentto a 300-or 400-ftchangein altitude.

The benefitof reducingthe timerequiredto de-
tectawindshearcaneasilybeseen.Foreachsecond
of improvementin the time requiredto give a re-
activealert, the energy-heightlossacrossthe event
is reducedby about40 ft. Still greaterbenefitsare
achievablewith the useof forward-lookwind-shear
detectionandalerting.Alertsgivenonly15to 20sec
prior to shearentrywouldpermitrecoveryfromrela-
tivelystrongshearswith nonet lossin altitudefrom
thepoint wherethealertwasreceived.

Recovery-Altitude Performance

For the nonpiloted simulation data presented,
the center of the microburst was located 4000 ft in

horizontal distance from the initial airplane position.

The geometry of the microburst encounter was varied

by changing the initial altitude of the airplane. In

every run, the initial trimmed airspeed of the airplane

was 137 knots with the landing gear down and wing
flaps set at 25 ° . The recovery altitude for each

recovery strategy, initial altitude, alert time, and

airplane configuration treatment is shown in table 2.

For some of the low-altitude runs, no wind-shear alert

was received, either because the aircraft contacted

the ground before the delay time was achieved or

because the forward-look alert time was longer than

the run length. These cases are indicated by "NA."
The initial altitudes varied from 100 to 900 ft above

ground level in 100 ft increments, and the alert time
varied from a 10-see forward look to a 10-see delay

in 5-see increments. The corresponding encounter
altitude for each combination of initial altitude and

alert time is also shown. The encounter altitude is

the altitude at which the wind shear was detected and

the recovery initiated. In half the runs, the airplane

configuration was held constant. During the recovery

in the other half of the runs, the wing flaps were

retracted to the go-around position of 15 ° , and the

landing gear was raised. Unless otherwise specified
in the discussions to follow, all references to table 2

are for the fixed-configuration runs.

Of the factors explored, the factor that produced

the greatest improvement in recovery altitude was

the alert time. The improvement in recovery altitude

with each 5-see improvement in the alert time was

generally greater than the difference in performance

between recovery strategies. With initial altitudes

of 500 ft or less, the effect of increasing the alert

time by 5 sec was also greater than the effect of

increasing the initial altitude by 100 ft. Depending
on the initial altitude, the recovery-altitude increase

ranged from 140 ft to 400 ft when the alert time
was improved from -5 to 10 sec. Figure 7 shows

aircraft trajectories from runs using the flight-path-

angle strategy, from an initial altitude of 500 ft,

with the alert time ranging from -10 to 10 sec. A

10-see alert delay produced a run that came within

3 ft of the ground and involved flight at the stick-

shaker angle of attack for 10 sec. An alert time

of zero produced a minimum altitude of 148 ft and

11 sec of flight at the stick-shaker angle of attack. A
10-see forward-look alert produced a run that had a
minimmn altitude of 404 ft and never reached tile

stick-shaker angle of attack. Figure 7 shows that the

recovery altitude was essentially the same with alert

times of 5 and 10 sec. In the 5-see alert case, however,

the minimum airspeed (not shown) was 104 knots,

which is very close to the lg stall speed. Any increase

in the shear strength or duration would have initiated
a descent. In the 10-sec alert case, the minimum

airspeed was 121 knots.
The alert-time effects shown in table 2 tend to

support the analytical energy-height analysis. The
data for an initial altitude of 500 ft show that when

a reactive alert with a 5-sec delay was given at an

altitude of 315 ft, the aircraft lost an average of 291 ft
of altitude. When a 10-sec forward-look alert was

given at an altitude of 460 ft, the average altitude

loss was only 26 ft.

Table 2 shows that no single recovery strategy, ini-

tial altitude change, or alert-time change has the best

performance in all wind-shear encounter situations.

For example, in the case of a 10-see forward look

and an initial altitude of 600 ft, the flight-path-angle
strategy had the lowest recoveries; when the initial

altitude was reduced to 200 ft, the manual strategy

had the lowest recoveries. Likewise, increasing the

initial altitude generally increased the recovery alti-

tude, but not always. Improving the alert time also

usually increased the recovery altitude, but had the

opposite effect in certain situations. The conclusion

is that no single example of improved performance

can be used to select an optimum strategy or en-

counter scenario. Choosing a strategy for implemen-
tation would require finding a strategy that results in

the best performance in the majority of the critical
encounter scenarios.

Table 2 also shows that the recovery performance

between strategies was generally similar. In the case
of reactive alerts with initial altitudes of 500 ft or less,

the difference in recovery altitudes between strategies
was less than 20 ft. Above an initial altitude of 500 ft,

larger differences, on the order of 50 to 90 ft, begin
to appear. In each case, the strategies with the high-

est recovery altitudes are the ones that permit further

descent during the recovery (acceleration, flight-path

angle, glide slope, and pitch), while the lowest recov-

ery altitudes were achieved with the strategies that
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attemptedto preventany furtherdescent(manual,
level,andgo-around).

Whenthestrategiesarecomparedin therunsfor
whichaforward-lookalertwasgiven,therelativeper-
formancedependedonthealtitudeof theencounter.
With initial altitudesbelow500ft, the manualand
pitch strategieshad the lowestrecoveryaltitudes.
Thedifferenceinperformancebetweenthestrategies
lessenedastheinitial altitudeincreased,and,above
an initial altitudeof 600It, theperformancesof the
manualandpitchstrategieswereessentiallythesame
asor betterthan thoseof the otherstrategies.Fig-
ure8 showsthe altitude,pitch, and airspeedtime
historiesproducedby eachof the strategieswhen
theinitial altitudewas300ft andthe forward-look
alerttime was5 sec.Theinitial pitch increaseand
climbproducedby themanualandpitchstrategies
(figs.8(c)and8(a)) causeda rapid lossof airspeed
that eventuallyrequiredloweringthe pitchattitude
to preventa stall.

Therelativelylowrecoveryaltitudesseenwith the
manualstrategy(table2) should not be interpreted

as evidence that the technique presently being taught
to air-carrier crews is not correct. First, the results

show that the relative performance of this strategy is
low in the case of forward-look detection, but is rea-

sonably good in the case of reactive detection. The

technique being taught to pilots is for use in situa-

tions for which a nficroburst has been inadvertently

entered; hence, there is reactive detection. Also, the

manual strategy being evaluated is only an approxi-

mation of the actual training technique. Finally, ref-

erence 3 indicates that the difference in performance

between recovery strategies observed in piloted simu-
lations may be less than the performance differences

predicted in nonpiloted simulations.

Comparison of the recovery altitudes with the ini-

tial altitudes (table 2) shows that the severity of the
microburst varied with altitude. In the case of a reac-

tive alert with a 5-sec delay, for example, increasing
the initial altitude from 300 ft to 400 ft increased the

encounter altitude by 101 ft, but the recovery alti-

tude decreased from an average (across the 7 strate-

gies) of 45 ft to an average of 23 ft. Increasing the

initial altitude another 100 ft, to 500 ft, increased the

encounter altitude by 103 ft, but the average recov-

ery altitude remained essentially constant at 24 ft.

Above an initial altitude of 600 ft, however, the av-

erage recovery altitude increased more than 100 ft

per 100 ft of increase in encounter altitude.

Figure 9 shows altitude time histories for initial
altitudes of 300 ft to 700 ft with a 5-sec reactive-

alert delay using the flight-path-angle strategy. The
microburst effects were most severe when entered at

altitudes above 110 ft and below 315 ft. Since the

altitude of the maximum outflow is 120 ft, it would

be expected that the wind-shear effects would be

less severe below that altitude. Figure 10 shows an

F-factor plot for four constant-altitude paths through

the microburst; constant airspeed was assumed dur-

ing the encounter. The values plotted are for alti-

tudes of 60, 120, 240, and 480 ft. The plot shows

that the largest F-factor values occur at the 120-ft

altitude and that they are nearly as large as those

at the 240-ft altitude. The F-factor is appreciably

lower, however, at the 60-ft and 480-ft levels.

The effect of altitude on microburst severity also

produced a few runs for which improving the alert

time decreased the recovery altitude. Table 2 shows

that, in the case of the manual strategy at an initial
altitude of 300 ft, a -5-sec alert time produced a re-

covery altitude of 39 ft and an alert given 5 sec earlier

produced a recovery altitude of 18 ft. The same phe-

nomenon was seen with the manual strategy when

changing the alert time from 0 to 5 sec at an initial

altitude of 200 ft. In both scenarios, delaying the

alert caused the airplane to begin the recovery while

below tim altitude for the maximum wind velocity;

this delay reduced the severity of the wind shear. It

is not suggested, however, that wind-shear detection
systems be designed to intentionally delay alerts; this

effect rarely occurred in the matrix, and operational

factors such as boundary-layer turbulence and flight

technical error may make intentional flight at such

low altitudes impractical.

The effect of changing airplane configuration can
be estimated from the data in table 2. In most of

the reactive-alert scenarios, retracting flaps and gear

resulted in a lower recovery altitude. Although the
recovery altitudes were lower when the flaps were re-

tracted to 15 ° , the total energy of the aircraft was

higher at the minimum altitude than when the flap

position remained constant. Figure 11 shows the al-

titude and airspeed time histories of two runs with

the same initial conditions, but with one run flown

with a fixed configuration and the other with flap re-

traction. The flight-path-angle strategy with a 5-see

delay on the alert was used. The lower altitudes seen

after flap retraction appear to be the results of a tem-

porary reduction in the flight-path angle as the flaps

were retracted, even though the recovery strategy at-

tempts to control flight-path angle. When the config-

uration remained fixed, the minimum energy height
was about 730 ft; when the flaps were retracted, min-

imum energy height was about 920 ft. In the case of

a reactive alert, the short-period response of retract-

ing flaps appeared to have had a greater influence on

the results than the long-period gain in energy. In

the scenarios where forward-look alerting was used,
changing airplane configuration had mixed effects.



In someruns,changingthe configuration increased

the recovery altitude, and in other runs, the opposite
result occurred. For all the forward-look runs, no

significant change in recovery altitude occurred when

the airplane configuration was changed.

Concluding Remarks

The results of this effort show that the factor that

most strongly affects a microburst recovery is the

time at which the recovery is initiated. In nearly

all microburst situations evaluated, initiating the re-

covery 5 sec earlier provided a greater recovery per-

formance increase than could be achieved by chang-

ing the recovery strategy. Forward-look alerts given

10 sec prior to microburst entry permitted recoveries
to be made with negligible altitude loss.

The results also illustrate that no single mi-
croburst scenario can be used to evaluate the relative

merits of various recovery strategies. If a strategy

was chosen that performed best in the majority of

the microburst scenarios, a scenario could be found

in which another strategy performed better. The

type of alert (reactive or forward-look) used to initi-

ate the recovery and the altitude of the microburst
encounter had an effect on the type of recovery strat-

egy that performed best. It was also possible to find
a scenario in which improved wind-shear alerting de-

creased the recovery performance. The difficulty of

recovery in a microburst model that included realistic

boundary-layer and altitude effects was a function of
the altitude of the microburst encounter. These fac-

tors may have serious implications in determining the
most hazardous microburst encounter scenarios and

in the design and certification of wind-shear systems.

Airplane configuration should not be altered to-
ward the go-around configuration during a recovery

following a reactive wind-shear alert. If the recover-

ies were begun just prior to entering the microburst,

there appeared to be little performance effect from
changing the configuration.

The baseline recovery strategy was an approxi-

mation of the manual wind-shear recovery technique

that is currently being taught to air-carrier crews.

This baseline strategy appeared to compare favor-

ably with the proposed advanced recovery strategies
when used in the microburst scenarios that the man-

ual technique was designed to accommodate. These
scenarios are low-altitude microburst encounters in

which the hazard is not recognized until after mi-

croburst entry. Opportunity for improvement re-
mains for scenarios in which the recovery is initi-

ated prior to entering the microburst, that is, upon

receiving a forward-look alert. Additional research

is needed to validate the effects of alert-time and

recovery-strategy variations in a piloted simulation
environment.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
December 27, 1989
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Table1. StrategiesEvaluatedandGainsUsed

Strategy Gainor parameter Valueused
Manual Initial pitchtarget

Pitch Pitchtarget

0.261rad
(15°)

0.23rad
(13°)

Acceleration

Flight-pathangle

Level

Glideslope

Go-around

A

Href

None

Href

Initial pitch target

0.3 for reactive alert

0.4 for forward alert

100 ft for reactive alert

400 ft for forward alert

100 ft for reactive alert

500 ft for forward alert

0.175 tad

(10 ° )
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Table2. RecoveryAltitude for EachRun

Numbersin parenthesesindicatealtitude(in ft) at whichwindshearwasdetectedfor]
a particularinitial altitudeandalert time;numbersto left of slantsarerecovery[
altitudeswith a fixedairplaneconfiguration;numbersto right of slantsare
recoveryaltitudeswith variableairplaneconfiguration. J

Initial
altitude,ft ! Strategy Recoveryaltitude,ft, for alert time,sec,of--

-10 -5 0 5 10

100

200

300

400

500

Manual
Pitch
Acceleration
Flightpath
Level
Glideslope
Go-around

Manual
Pitch
Acceleration
Flightpath
Level
Glideslope
Go-around

Manual
Pitch
Acceleration
Flightpath
Level
Glideslope
Go-around

Manual
Pitch
Acceleration
Flightpath
Level
Glideslope
Go-around

Manual
Pitch
Acceleration
Flightpath
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

(59)

21/
21/12
21/12
21/12
21/12
21/12

21/12

(161)

12/
12/o
12/o
12/0

12/0

12/0
12/0
(264)

3/
3/0
3/0
3/o
3/0
3/0
3/0

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

(26)
12/

12/lO
8/5

12/lO
12/10

12/10

12/10

(111)

39/
45/31

54/36

40/28
41/28

53/35
41/28

(212)
13/

29/12

31/11

31/11

13/3

31/11

14/3

(315)

11/
43/17
30/4

30/4
11/0

3o/4
11/o

(38)

30/
30/28

o/o
30/28

30/28
30/28

30/28

(74)

30/
50/62
_7/56
64/62
64/62
64/62

64/62

(159)

18/
37/50

67/52

81/55

42/49

84/83
42/50

(261)
2o/

55/43

74/45

85/57
28/39

75/61
29/40

(363)

45/
123/96

129/77
148/99

48/74

146/107

49/75

(88)
71/

71/68

71/68

71/68

71/68
71/68

71/68

(119)

15/
65/lO8

105/104

109/108

109/108

109/108

109/108

(203)

22/

74/120

101/138

120/191

156/189

134/192
141/189

(306)

88/
158/186
163/212
198/279

225/282
187/276

222/282
(411)

226/
252/259

268/328
329/392

330/392

286/389

330/391

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

(164)

89/
155/154

151/150

155/154
155/154
155/154
155/154
(250)
153/

221/238

237/235

239/238

239/238

239/238
239/238

(354)
312/

303/320

338/336

344/342

344/342
344/342

344/342

(460)

450/
395/407

442/441

404/406

450/448

450/448

450/448
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Table2. Concluded

Initial
altitude,ft Strategy Recoveryaltitude,ft, for alerttime,sec,of-

-10 10

600

700

800

Manual

Pitch

Acceleration

Flight path
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

900

Manual

Pitch
Acceleration

Flight path
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

Average
of all

heights

Manual

Pitch

Acceleration

Flight path
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

Manual

Pitch

Acceleration

Flight path
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

Manual

Pitch

Acceleration

Flight path
Level

Glide slope
Go-around

(366)

41/
39/1

41/3
41/3

41/3
41/3
41/3
(466)

149/

141/69

149/75

149/75
149/75

149/75

149/75
(567)

284/
272/198

283/208

283/208

284/208

283/208
284/208

(667)

409/

394/328

409/341

409/341

409/341

409/341

409/341
131

126/87
131/91

131/91

131/91

131/91

131/91

-5

(416)

57/
129/72
lO8/48
lO8/48
57/28
108/48
57/29
(516)

16o/
252/193
241/168

241/168

160/127

241/168

160/126

(617)

289/

353/316

374/309

374/309

288/257
374/309

289/257

(717)

409/

444/411

498/440

498/440

408/378

498/440

409/378
124

163/133

168/128
167/127

124/104

168/128

124/104

0

(466)

154/

238/208

261/207

271/234

156/205

240/239

155/206

(568)

288/
326/294

393/347

395/366

286/344
339/339

288/346

(699)

418/

414/380

518/48o
507/491

416/479

439/439

418/482

(771)

536/

502/465

636/604

613/607

534/601

538/538

536/603
171

197/181

237/208

244/222

178/209

217/211

179/210

5

(515)

388/
345/344

410/474

403/404

467/500

468/486

467/499

(619)

553/

435/402

541/599

469/491

596/599

483/483
596/598

(721)

696/
527/491

678/700

578/601

705/702

485/484

704/701

(824)

810/

617/579

795/803

686/714

808/806

538/539

807/805
319

283/284

348/381

329/361

385/405

307/336

383/405

(566)

555/
494/503

552/551
474/505

555/554
487/486

555/554
(672)

655/

592/597
655/653

580/614

655/653

483/482
655/653

(776)

756/

690/692

755/752

687/725

756/752
484/483

756/752

(880)
863/

786/788

860/859

804/848

863/860
538/540

863/860
479

455/462

499/497

461/479

502/500
398/397

5021500
Average all runs 130/91 148/121 203/207 336/362 471/473
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Figure 1. Flight path and wind coordinate system.
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Figure 2. Scenario for energy-height analysis.
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Pitch Strategy

10err =0.23- e I 0err _J_

Level Strategy

Go-Around and Manual Strategies

If "Yi< 0 and 0 >-es- 0.11, then

else

es = 0.262 for manual strategy

es = 0.175 for go-around strategy

7c = 0, 9err =_c- Yi

0err = es- e

{)err =®

Glide-Slope Strategy

r Track glide slope
while h > Href

Hgs = Ho- 0.0524x

7c = -0.05 + 0.066 (Hgs- h)

_c
v

-0.08

7c

Shallow climb once h has reached Href Latch when

17c =0,01 I 7c h<Href

I

I

I

,I

'Yc

H ref = 100 ft for reactive alert
H ref = 500 ft for forward-look alert

0err

=@

Figure 5. Recovery-strategy control laws. All angles expressed in radians.
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Flight-Path-Angle Strategy

If h < H ref,

If H ref < h _< H ref + 30,

If h > H ref + 30,

H ref = 100 ft for reactive alert
H ref = 400 It for forward-look alert

%'c = -0.03
30

Yc = 0.03 - 0.03 (h/Href)

(h - Href)

Yc = 0.5 Yi,p

'Yc

Acceleration Strategy

7c=[ Yi'p +(v +wx)v +kF] V+wxV _/c

k = 0.3 for reactive alerts

;L= 0.4 for forward-look alerts

Glide-slope limiter

Hgs = Ho - 0.0524x

7limit = -0.05 + 0.066 (Hgs - h)

_limit

Commanded inertial flight-path angle

Flight-path
Acceleration angle

Yli

mira, Oerg =
eerr

 Acc ,era onorI(_)--. _"- = 6=_- =
Glide slope, manual -0.05/S
go-around, pitch,
or level

L_t Limit angle of attackIra>ass, then 0=-0.05/sec II ---er

Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 7. Effect of varying the wind-shear alert time.
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Figure 8. Time-history results of all tested strategies. Forward-look alert time is 5 sec.
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Figure 9. Effect of varying altitude of microburst encounter. Flight-path-angle strategy with a 5-sec reactive-

alert delay.
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Figure 10. F-factor in four constant-altitude, constant-airspeed paths through microburst model.
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Figure 11. Effect of changing airplane configuration during recovery. Flight-path-angle strategy with a 5-sec
reactive-alert delay.
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